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ABSTRACT
Population Ecology of Spruce-fir Forests of the Interior West
by
Katheryn Little, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2022
Major Professor: Dr. R. Justin DeRose
Department: Wildland Resources
Spruce-fir forest type covers nearly 10 million acres of forested land in the western
United States. Currently, there is a lack of research defining spruce-fir population ecology for
planning or comparison. Stand density index (SDI) is a metric of average tree size and absolute
density of a stand, with a species-specific maximum to convert to relative density. Allometric
equations relate absolute stand density and average tree size, to estimates of gross standing
volume and average maximum height to produce models of population ecology. A density
management diagram (DMD) combines population ecology models for easy visual reference and
graphical management planning. USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis data were
downloaded for all plots with homogeneous subplots that contain spruce with diameter > 1 inch at
breast height. Data were filtered for pure stands (basal area > 80% spruce, fir, or spruce-fir), and
even-aged stands (SDIratio ≥ 0.9). Plot level metrics and statistics were used to construct nonlinear least squares models relating average tree diameter and trees per acre, to height (R2 = 0. 78,
RMSE = 57.4 feet) and standing volume (pseudo-R2 = 0.89, RMSE = 654.1 cubic feet per acre).
Models were used to construct isolines for relative density, average maximum height, and
standing volume per acre, then plotted on log-log axis to construct a DMD. The DMD will allow
a practitioner to assess stand conditions, make predictions of growth, and compare treatment
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alternatives for forest planning. Extensive spruce beetle-caused mortality in spruce-fir forests is
the result of climate and spruce structure and composition factors. A density diagram with beetle
hazard zones was constructed for calculating beetle hazard ratings. Forest managers can
implement preventative thinning treatments to reduce density and alter average size, and thereby
stand hazard levels, and form heterogenous landscape structures that reduce the probability of
beetle populations building or spreading between stands. Beetle hazard conditions were
simplified into five zones for plotting on the DMD. This integrates comparison of spruce beetle
hazard directly into use of the spruce-fir DMD. Examples demonstrate use of both the spruce-fir
DMD and calculation with the spruce beetle hazard diagram.
(86 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Population Ecology of Spruce-fir Forests of the Interior West
Katheryn Little
Spruce-fir forest type covers nearly 10 million acres of forested land in the interior west,
but there is a lack of research defining how these forests grow for future planning. Stand density
index (SDI) represents the average tree size and number of trees in a stand multiplied. Each
species has specific maximum number the growing space can handle known as ‘fully stocked’. If
the stand is fully stocked, it must wait until trees die for individuals to grow. Spruce and fir have
similar maximum stocking values, and similar growth characteristics, allowing them to be plotted
together. Using current forest data, tree size and number can be fit to complex equations that tell
us relative density of the stand, average stand height, and estimated wood volume. A graph with
tree number on the x-axis and average size on the y-axis, that can also include height and volume
lines, is called a density management diagram (DMD). Using a local height reference, the stand
age and rotation time can be estimated. Large areas of spruce forest are dying because of spruce
beetle populations which have been associated with larger average tree size and higher density. If
a stand grows to a big enough average size, or has enough trunk surface area, it is more likely to
increase growth of large beetle populations. Previously defined risks of beetle attack were plotted
on a graph of average tree size by tree density, and scores were calculated for each zone of the
diagram. Zones were plotted on the DMD so forest managers can see both beetle risk and stand
growth at the same time. Forest managers can plan forest growth, and how they would select and
remove trees to reduce the potential risk to beetle infestation. Using a DMD, a forest manager
could plot multiple stands to compare hazard ratings and prioritize treatments. The forest manager
could mitigate a contiguous high-risk stand by thinning corridors of low-risk to divide the larger
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area and reduce probability of spread. A forest manager could also predict future stand
development and plan thinning treatments to prevent increasing beetle risk.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, NOTATION, DEFINITIONS
%ABLA – percent of total basal area composed of Abies lasiocarpa
%PIEN – percent of total basal area composed of Picea engelmannii
����
𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 – the plot-level cross-sectional area of a tree of average size, units = ft2
CT – commercial thinning treatment, potential market for removed timber
DBH – diameter at breast height
DMD – density management diagram
FIA – Forest Inventory and Analysis, USDA Forest Service
Ft2 – square feet area, 12 inches by 12 inches
Ft3 – cubic feet volume, 12 inches by 12 inches by 12 inches
Hazard category – hazard rating ranges divided into low medium and high categories
with landscape score: low = 4-5, medium = 6-8, and high = 9-10
without landscape score: low = 3-4, medium = 5-7, and high = 8-9
Hazard rating – sum of hazard scores for a stand
Hazard score – a numerical score based on spruce canopy percentage, stand BA, QMD, and
physiographic location factors
HTAvg – average height of the tallest tree in each subplot, units = feet
N – a count of observations
Octothorp – the real name for a pound sign. Aka ‘hashtag’.
PCT – pre-commercial thinning treatment, reduces density but does not produce timber
Pseudo-R2 – an R2 value calculated for a line without a defined intercept
QMD – acronym for quadratic mean diameter in inches
Relative density – actual density divided by theoretical maximum density
RMSE – acronym for root mean square error
SDImax – species specific theoretical maximum size-density combination
TPA – acronym for trees per acre

INTRODUCTION
Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii Parry ex. Engelm), hereafter referred to as spruce,
and subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa [Hooker] Nuttall), hereafter referred to as fir, are major
components of nearly ten million acres of forested land in the interior west (Uchytil 1991). This
close and relatively stable species association has been defined as spruce-fir forest type by the
Society of American Foresters (Society of American Foresters 1980). Stands are commonly
characterized by average tree size, tree count per unit area, and average maximum height of
dominant individuals. Using these metrics, models of population and production ecology
establish a theoretical foundation for understanding individual tree growth and stand growth.
Quantifying these models provides a benchmark for assessing stand conditions and when
combined and constructed into a diagram, current conditions can be projected into the future, or
future conditions can be used to work backwards to determine conditions necessary to produce
the desired future condition. This is the format of a density management diagram (DMD)
introduced by Reineke (1933).
Projected climate change and habitat conditions indicate a growing hazard of endemic-toepidemic shifts in spruce beetle infestation across larger proportions of the landscape (DeRose et
al. 2013). While climate variables impact beetle populations, stand structure and composition are
stronger factors in predicting the presence of spruce beetles. Thresholds of stand composition and
habitat were defined by Schmid and Frye (1976) to aid forest managers with proactive prevention
of beetle hazard. Habitat variables relating to beetle hazard are based on average tree size, basal
area, physiographic location, and proportion of spruce canopy (Schmid and Frye 1976). By
altering stand structure and composition with silvicultural thinning or regeneration treatments,
stand hazard can be mitigated before an outbreak occurs (Raffa et al. 2008). The purpose of this
research is to develop and construct a spruce-fir DMD, then construct a hazard diagram for rapid
stand classification of spruce beetle hazard ratings.
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Spruce-fir Forest Characteristics
Engelmann spruce is distributed across the western United States and Canada and is a
major component of high elevation forest types across a large elevation gradient (Buechling et al.
2016). While it is commonly found from 9000 feet to 11000 feet, it can grow as low as 3000 feet,
to above 12,000 feet (Burrill et al. 2021). It is found in pure stands up to timberline, and is also a
part of fifteen other forest types (Society of American Foresters 1980). The most common
association being with subalpine fir. A long-lived and shade-tolerant species, spruce mature
around 150 years and can live more than 400 years, forming old-growth stands (Uchytil 1991).
Seedling establishment favors 40% – 60% shade, and seedlings do not readily establish under
open canopy (Alexander and Shepperd, 1991). Spruce prefers a humid and cold habitat and has a
low tolerance for high temperatures and drought. Moderately tolerant of competition for space,
spruce grow slowly in the first few decades of life reaching a height of about 4 – 5 feet in 40
years under moderate shade canopy (Alexander and Shepperd, 1991). Despite slow early growth,
spruce are able to increase growth rate in advanced ages. Average individuals can grow up to 30
inches DBH and 130 feet in height, with exceptional individuals exceeding 40 inches DBH and
160 feet in height. Spruce forests have good quality pulp wood, and small knots in timber reduce
most of the lumber to common grades. Volumes range from nearly nothing on poor or timberline
stands, to over 8000 cubic feet (Ft3) per acre on good site quality stands and very old stands.
Commercial management of stands with thinning can increase yield volumes to 8750 Ft3/acre,
and shorten the rotation time (Alexander and Shepperd, 1991). Spruce can be managed with even
or uneven-aged methods, however, due to susceptibility to windthrow, seedtree treatments are not
recommended for regeneration of spruce. Clearcutting, group shelterwood, and group selection
can increase proportion of spruce in stand composition, but also increase shade-intolerant
associates (Alexander and Shepperd, 1991). Partial thinning treatments are preferred over
complete thinning treatments to reduce susceptibility to windthrow of the remaining stand.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Engelmann spruce on the left, and subalpine fir on the right.
Like spruce, fir is widely distributed among high-elevation forests in the western US,
ranging north to Canada and into Alaska. Growing from 2000 feet to 12000 feet elevation, fir is
intolerant of high temperatures and prefers moist and cool habitat conditions (Alexander et al.,
2004). Most commonly associated with Engelmann spruce forming the spruce-fir forest type, fir
is also a component of 16 other forest types. While able to establish under a wide variety of
adverse conditions, fir seedling establishment favors shade (Alexander et al., 2004). Despite
being very shade-tolerant compared to spruce, fir cannot compete well under a 50% or more
canopy of spruce. Favorable conditions can produce 4 – 5-foot seedlings in 20 – 40 years, and it
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is common for high-elevation individuals to be 100+ years before obtaining a diameter at breast
height (DBH) ≥ 5 inches. Individual fir can attain DBH ≥ 24 inches and heights of 100 feet, with
exceptional individuals reaching DBH = 30 inches and heights of 130 feet (Alexander et al.,
2004). Commonly a minor part of stand volume, little yield data is available for naturally grown
fir. Pure fir stands usually appear on sites with adverse conditions and are not of merchantable
quality. Fir can be managed using even and uneven-aged methods, but like spruce, the seedtree
method is inappropriate due to susceptibility to windthrow.
Spruce and fir exist as codominant, and in pure stands of each species. Data collected for
this study of the interior west represented an estimated 3,048,000 acres of pure spruce stands,
1,728,000 acres of pure subalpine fir stands, or 9,654,000 acres of combination spruce - subalpine
fir stands. Fir is the expected climax species of most spruce-fir forests, but spruce is a long-lived
and persistent late-seral species (Veblen 1986). Large disturbances can alter stand structure and
regress forest development to earlier seral stages with an increase of shade-intolerant species. The
time to return a site to its former spruce-fir stand characteristics can take years or centuries
depending on the severity and extent of the disturbance. Large windthrow events and cull
material remaining after treatment have both been associated with rapid beetle population
increase and outbreak. Both situations provide extensive resources (phloem) in stressed trees that
are less capable of defending against insect infestation (Alexander and Shepperd, 1991).
Climate change is predicted to alter the current distribution of spruce-fir forest, while
endemic spruce beetle (Dendroctonus rufipennis Kirby) infestations and hazardous forest stand
and landscape conditions are predicted to increase (Raffa et al. 2008; James N. Long and Shaw
2005; DeRose et al. 2013; Pettit et al. 2019). Increasing warm season temperatures are correlated
with longer beetle reproductive climate conditions, faster beetle development, and increasing
proportions of beetles completing a lifecycle in a single year instead of two (DeRose et al. 2013;
Pettit et al. 2020). Increasing cold season minimum temperatures are permitting greater
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proportions of beetle populations to survive over-winter, which is expected to produce larger
brood sizes. The potential of spruce beetle habitat expansion, and exponential increases in beetle
population survival, growth, and reproduction, are causes for concern in forest maintenance,
regeneration, and fire management. Beetles infest larger mature and over-mature spruce and are
the most serious pest impacting spruce-fir forests. Pettit et al. (2020) found tree size > 22.4 inches
to be a significant factor affecting timing of tree death during historic beetle outbreaks. This
suggests beetles select for larger trees if available. Beetle populations in an even-aged stands with
many large trees would disperse among the many large trees, reducing pressure of beetle attack to
a level where tree defenses, influenced by drought sensitivity, dictate the timing of mortality
(Pettit et al. 2020). However, beetle populations in uneven-aged stands with few large trees would
concentrate on the few large trees, overwhelming natural defenses and resulting in beetle
mortality in the largest trees early, before transitioning to less preferable medium-sized trees, and
leaving a stand of trees smaller than the beetle minimum size threshold.
Size-density Relationships as Models of Population Ecology
For centuries foresters have noted the reciprocal balance of average tree size and tree
count in a stand as a result of competition for physical space or resources (Jack and Long 1996).
Stands with large average size would necessarily have few trees, while stands of small average
size could have many trees. Allometric relationships are used to relate easily collected stand
variables, height, diameter at breast height (DBH), and tree count (e.g., TPA), with more difficult
variables, like stand volume, age, and relative density, through the application of statistics.
Relative density of a stand is a function of tree size and absolute density in tree number
per acre (TPA). Older stands and older individuals decrease in ability to recapture resources after
mortality and therefore decrease in ability to achieve maximum stand potential. Older stands
cannot achieve the same relative density as younger stands (Zeide 2005). Limitations of resources
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and stand potential result in species-specific maximum size-density combinations. If growth
potential of a stand is represented by the fixed maximum leaf area (Long et al. 2004), thinning
treatments can reallocate the distribution of leaf area. The maximum size-density combination
implies the stand will grow to the maximum stand leaf area, then further growth requires a
reduction in absolute density as TPA (Jack and Long 1996; Yoda et al. 1963; Long et al. 2004).
The rate at which density affects average stand biomass is known as “the -3/2th power law”, selfthinning law, or the law of constant final yield. (Yoda et al. 1963; Li et al. 2000). Original yield
studies were completed using herbaceous plants, but forest stands are unique about constant final
yield because a stand can support a specific maximum leaf area to grow, but trees continuously
aggregate biomass in lignified tissue. The maximum leaf area will remain constant while
aggregate biomass can continue to increase. Competition between individuals increases
suppression of weaker individuals until their subsequent mortality, which releases resources back
to the stand. Older neighboring trees or old stands are unable to efficiently redistribute leaf area
into a large canopy opening, resulting in the expected curvature of the maximum SDI isoline, and
decreasing efficiency in stand biomass production. With a straight SDI isoline, this results in the
general void in observations at the top of the density diagrams. Managing a stand is a
compromise of total stand productivity versus individual tree productivity (Long et al. 2004).
Thinning treatments release and redistribute potential leaf area to the remaining trees in a stand
producing changes in leaf area that can increase individual tree growth rates. The change in
growth rate and proportional leaf area are short lived on the scale of forest rotations, but the
changes result in a loss of potential stand growth during the time it takese for the stand to return
to the pre-thinning relative density (Long et al. 2004).
Competition-related mortality results in a decrease of TPA which opens growing space
and allows for growth to increase on remaining individuals. Reineke (1933) developed stand
density index (SDI) as a measure of potential stand biomass known as stand stocking. Each
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species has a maximum value based on empirical estimates of average tree size at 10 inches and
associated absolute density in trees per acre (TPA). Reineke's (1933) QMD-based model predicts
mortality more accurately than Yoda et al.'s (1963) volume-based model according to Zeide
(Zeide 2010), because tree diameter more strongly relates to crown width, which is a driver of
mortality.
The maximum relative density defined in units of SDI can be used to approximate the
theoretical maximum relative stand density for all possible combinations of QMD and TPA in
forest stands. The onset of competition and canopy closure occurs around SDImax = 25% (James
N. Long and Smith 1984). This is when the canopies of the stand fill in the two-dimensional
plane perpendicular to the earth. This signifies the point at which trees begin competing for space
to capture sunlight. Prior to canopy closure, individual trees should not be restricted by
competition related factors. Not long after canopy closure, the stand accumulates biomass until
reaching the maximum site potential, and transitions to full site occupancy around SDImax = 35%
(James N. Long and Smith 1984). The stand continues to grow, competing for resources, until a
limiting resource restricts further growth. Individuals experience competition related mortality
until the onset of self-thinning around SDImax = 60% (James N. Long and Smith 1984). Reineke’s
original SDImax = 100% stocking and delineates the upper boundary (Reineke 1933). While stands
may occasionally have size-density combinations above this threshold, it is ecologically
improbable and generally rare for a stand to appear above this line. This is a conceptual construct
and cannot be measured, but most evidence supports the slope of the relative density lines to be
insensitive to site quality and stand age (Jack and Long 1996).
Thinning treatments are a historic part of forest management. Long et al. (2004)
demonstrated as a stand approaches the SDImax line, competition for resources weakens
individuals, which commonly leads to mortality. Mortality means resource release for
neighboring individuals to increase and continue growth. This balance maintains the size-density
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relationship producing the maximum potential size-density combinations. Reduction in absolute
density temporarily reduces overall stand growth in exchange for a temporary increase in
individual growth rate, resulting in increased individual growth (Long et al. 2004). If leaf area is
used as a substitute for growth potential, the leaf area would be divided among fewer trees after a
stand recovers from a thinning treatment, giving those individuals greater growth potential.
Silviculturists and forest managers can manipulate the distribution of leaf area relatively easily
(Long et al. 2004). The time it takes for a stand to return to a closed canopy after thinning
depends on the remaining stand size-density condition, severity of thinning, site quality, and stand
age. High-quality and young forest stands will recover leaf area faster than low-quality stands and
old stands. Severity of thinning can also impact the future forest structure. Thinning a large
proportion of the stand infrequently can lead to open-grown “wolf trees” that are commercially
undesireable, while thinning a small proportion of the stand frequently can adversely affect
advanced regeneration (Long et al. 2004).
Use of Relative Density in Size-density Space
A density management diagram (DMD) is a powerful tool for forest planning and density
management displaying all possible size-density combinations on a diagram. Isolines for relative
density, average volume, and height classes are added to the DMD in relation to the stand sizedensity conditions. All together, a DMD is a diagram of population ecology and production
ecology based on average tree size and tree density of a stand, from which we can conceptualize
ecological relationships.
Empirical inventory data can be used to create nonlinear regression models relating easily
measurable size and density variables to estimations of stand density conditions (Reineke 1933).
The construction and use of a DMD requires some assumptions. Assumption 1) species-specific
allometric relationships can be defined to provide reasonable estimations of stand averages for
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growth and yield (Jack and Long 1996). Allometric equations of individual tree growth may be
similar to stand growth equations, but emergent properties at the stand level, like maximum leaf
area, necessitate the definition and use of stand-level allometric equations to produce estimations
of stand-level average values. Stand disturbances, like thinning treatments, temporarily reduce
leaf area, but increases individual growth rate to return the stand to pre-thinning relative density.
Stand recovery time is based on the intensity of thinning, site quality, and stand age (Long et al.
2004). Assumption 2) each tree species has a unique and consistent maximum combination of
average tree size and stand density (Jack and Long 1996). Stand growth will continue until
approaching maximum density, then further growth requires a decrease in absolute density.
Competition suppresses weaker individuals resulting in density-induced mortality known as selfthinning (Yoda et al. 1963). Assumption 3) SDImax is independent of site quality, and modeled as
a straight line without curvature of efficiency loss in older stands (Jack and Long 1996) thus
necessitating the use of log-log axis. Site quality does not affect the placement of a stand in sizedensity space, but rather the rate at which the stand moves along its size-density trajectory. A
stand with a good site index would grow faster than a stand with a poor site index. Maximum
stand stocking decreases with stand age and average tree size, meaning the slope of the line
should increase at high size-density combinations (Zeide 2010). Determination and plotting of a
curved maximum stand density would complicate the generality of a DMD without appreciable
increase in functionality. Assumption 4) a function of mean size and absolute density can
adequately describe relative density (Jack and Long 1996). Relative densities for common stand
age structural changes were defined by (Long and Smith 1984) including on-set of competition at
25% relative density, full site occupancy at 35% relative density, and on-set of self-thinning at
60% relative density.
While a DMD does not include a factor of time, height isolines on a DMD can be used in
conjunction with local site quality and height index to estimate the timeframe necessary for
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current and future stand management activities to acheive desired future conditions (Jack and
Long 1996; Long and Shaw 2005). The height index defines the time it takes for a stand to
achieve an average height. The change in height along a stand trajectory on a DMD can be used
to predict the timeframe. The site quality does not change the final conditions of the stand, but
changes the rate at which the stand moves along the trajectory (Long et al. 2004). A stand on a
site with adequate resources would grow faster than the same stand with poor resource
availability. Both stands would progress along the same trajectory, and the specific site height
index can be used quantify the rate of progression. When plotted on a DMD, standard practice has
the section of forest trajectory representing the thinning treatment drawn parallel to the height
isolines. A thinning treatment to remove small trees, plotted parallel to the height isolines would
artificially inflate the QMD, while preserving the stand height as constant (James N. Long and
Shaw 2005) for incorporating time into forest planning. Increased growth rate after thinning is
expected to reduce artificial inflation of QMD within a short time relative to stand rotation time.
Volume isolines can be included on a DMD to easily estimate commercial values for
comparison of forest planning alternatives that produce forest products. Commercial production
in forest stands can be simplified to three factors: time as determined by site quality and height,
value as determined by product quality as a result of growing conditions, and volume of product
produced. Height isolines and site index can estimate the time required for a stand to grow to the
desired condition. Value of the forest product is determined by the market price, inflation, and
quality of the product produced. The value of the forest product can then be multiplied by the
estimated volume per acre to estimate revenue and costs into the density management alternatives
(Vacchiano et al. 2013).
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Spruce Beetle Hazard in Size-density Space
Endemic spruce beetle infestations are causing elevated rates of mortality up to 95%
(Pettit et al. 2019), and are thought to be influenced by both environmental conditions (increasing
temperatures, (DeRose et al. 2013).) and increasingly dense and homogenous stand structure
(DeRose and Long 2012). Extensive mortality from large beetle infestations has altered stand
structures and disrupted forest management objectives (Hansen et al. 2010).
Both climate- and habitat- related factors have been studied in relation to beetle
population levels, or presence/absence. Although climate-related factors are important, stand
structure factors such as percent spruce composition and stand basal area were the strongest
influences of models predicting the presence/absence of spruce beetles in the interior west
(DeRose and Long 2012). Stand structure influences beetle populations in two major ways;
beetles select for larger trees with sufficient phloem to support reproduction, and the greater the
proportion of spruce in the stand, the better the chance beetles will find a host. With habitat
variables held constant, all combinations of future climate change models predict an increases in
beetle presence and suitable habitat in response to warming temperatures (DeRose et al. 2013).
While this does not predict beetle outbreaks, it demonstrates the extent of the hazard of beetle
infestation is growing. A larger proportion of forested landscapes being suitable habitat will result
in larger patches of contiguous suitable habitat, potentially increasing the severity of beetle
outbreak (DeRose et al. 2013). Increases in temperature, spruce proportion, and tree drought
stress will increase the potential that beetle populations will grow from endemic to epidemic
levels (Raffa et al. 2008).
Climate factors will be harder to manage than stand structure and composition for forest
managers. Stand structure and composition lend themselves to inclusion of beetle hazard in a
spruce-fir DMD. Combining beetle hazard and density management for spruce-fir forests will
enable forest managers to directly include beetle hazard in their comparison of stand management
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plan alternatives. Stand and landscape scale forest composition and density management could
reduce the size of contiguous stands, and increase heterogenous forest composition to reduce
probability of beetle populations crossing the eruptive threshold (Raffa et al. 2008). Silvicultural
thinning treatments and alteration of stand composition can ameliorate stand-level population
outbreaks, but once the landscape-scale thresholds have been crossed, management is no longer
effective (Derose and Long 2014). A retroactive study of sites that received thinning treatments
prior to beetle outbreak were evaluated for effectiveness of treatment in reducing mortality, and
relation of stand characteristics to severity of beetle mortality in a stand (Hansen et al. 2010).
Thinning treatments of spruce stands resulted in significantly reduced mortality. Despite reducing
mortality, results indicated the degree of beetle population pressure on the stand is of greater
importance. Thinning treatments reduce the hazards posed by low to moderate beetle populations,
but high population levels could still possibly produce high mortality rates (Hansen et al. 2010).
Aside from thinning treatments protecting the stands treated, they can also reduce the potential of
population outbreaks from spreading to adjacent stands.
Forest management could be increasingly proactive instead of reactive. The changing
climate will alter stand structure, composition, and stand trajectories (Buechling et al. 2016).
Therefore, forest managers could benefit from a DMD as a guiding tool. We believe a density
management diagram (DMD) can be constructed that applies to spruce-fir stands with a
composition gradient ranging from pure spruce to pure fir because of the intimate association
with subalpine fir, similar growing habits, and similar maximum size-density values (James N
Long and Shaw 2012). First, we will analyze spruce-fir forest inventory data from across the
interior west to characterize population ecology and production ecology of spruce-fir forests.
Second, we will plot SDI, height, and volume model isolines in size-density space to construct a
density management diagram for spruce-fir forests. Third, we will construct a size-density
diagram with stand spruce beetle hazard rating thresholds defined by (Schmid and Frye 1976) to
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simplify hazard ratings within each zone for ease of use. Fourth, we will plot the spruce beetle
hazard zones on the spruce-fir DMD to integrate spruce beetle hazard directly into use of the
spruce-fir DMD. And lastly, we will give examples of use for the spruce-fir DMD, beetle hazard
score diagram, and the combined spruce-fir DMD with simplified hazard zones.
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METHODS
Database Construction
The Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) database was used for construction of the DMD
(Burrill et al. 2021). The ranges of spruce and fir do not completely overlap, but it is the
combination of the two that constitutes spruce-fir forest type. FIA data were downloaded for
forested plots in Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming
containing spruce with DBH > 1-inch, between 2000 and 2017. A distinct boundary of land use
or vegetation is known as an FIA “condition” and is recorded for all subplots. The proportion of
each condition is recorded at the plot level and quantifies the uniformity of subplots within a plot.
To increase homogeneity among subplots, we used only FIA data that were recorded as condition
proportion = 1, meaning all subplots were of the same condition. FIA plot data provided
variables: plot number, subplot number, inventory year, total plot basal area, and species basal
area. Species BA per plot was divided by total BA to calculate percent BA for spruce, fir, and
spruce-fir combined. Data were subset by percent BA ≥ 75 to select a list of plots for
downloading FIA tree data tables for the desired plots.
Tree data were uploaded to Microsoft Access. Tree data variables; height, diameter at
breast height, volume, and expansion factor, were used to calculate plot level statistics: TPA,
species and total volume per acre, average maximum height per plot (HTAvg) (James N. Long and
Shaw 2005), quadratic mean diameter (QMD) (Avery and Burkhart 2002), summation SDI
(SDIsum) (Shaw 2000), Reineke SDI (SDIReineke) (Reineke 1933), and SDI ratio (SDIratio) (Ducey
2009). Tree data were grouped by plot number and inventory year to calculate TPA. Plot and
subplot level measurements are collected over different areas, that then require different
expansion factors to convert plot or subplot level measurements to per acre values. At the plot
level, trees with DBH > 5 inches are sampled with an expansion factor = 6.02, the plot total
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measurement multiplied by the expansion factor estimates the stand level measurement per acre.
Trees with DBH < 5 inches are sampled on each of four smaller subplots with an expansion factor
= 75 (Burrill et al. 2021). The subplot measurements are summed and multiplied by expansion
factor = 75 to estimate per acre values. Since each tree = 1 individual, but size classes are
measured with different expansion factors, each tree counts for one expansion factor of trees per
acre. One tree with DBH < 5 is equivalent to an individual contribution of TPA = 75. So, by
relation, the sum of expansion factors per plot equals the estimated TPA.
FIA data includes tree volumes calculated using local volume equations for trees with
DBH > 5 inches (Burrill et al. 2021). Since only trees with DBH ≥ 5 inches were used to calculate
volume, total plot volume was multiplied by an expansion factor of 6.02 to calculate volume per
acre. Individual volumes were grouped by plot number and inventory year before calculating total
volume per plot (Burrill et al. 2021).
Average maximum height per plot was calculated by averaging the tallest individual tree
from each subplot (James N. Long and Shaw 2005).
HTAvg =

∑tallest tree per subplot
number of subplots

Reineke proposed an SDI based on QMD, or the tree of average basal area (Reineke
1933). Because QMD is an average, it is multiplied by TPA to calculate SDIReineke, and sensitivity
to stand structure is lost in the process (Shaw 2000).
QMD 1.605
�
10

SDIReineke = TPA �

Summation SDI is calculated by determining the individual contribution of each tree, and
summing across the plot (Shaw 2000). This results in different values of SDIsum for plots of the
same BA but differing stand structure and TPA. SDIsum calculation requires the same data as
SDIReineke, is more accurate, and is arguably more efficient (Shaw 2000).
DBHi 1.6
�
10

SDIsum = ∑ �
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SDIReineke is suitable for even-aged stands, but SDIsum is able to provide better accuracy in
stands with uneven age or size distribution (Shaw 2000). As distribution of size or age increases,
the deviation between SDI calculations increases, and can be used as a ratio to compare the
evenness of the diameter distribution. Different sampling protocols may have different
parameters, but if plots are measured with similar protocols, the SDIratio can be used as an
indicator of stand complexity when compared with the extreme averages used in SDIReineke.
(Ducey 2009).
The database was uploaded in R 4.2.0 (R Core Team 2022). Analysis was aided by
packages: aomisc (Onofri 2020), ggplot2 (Wickham 2016), maps (Becker et al. 2021), Metrics
(Hamner and Frasco 2018), nlstools (Baty et al. 2015), rstatix (Kassambara 2019), and stats (R
Core Team 2022). Variables calculated in Access were uploaded to R and merged with plot data
by plot number and inventory year.
Spruce-fir data was filtered by BA > = 80% of total BA composed of spruce and/or fir, to
select stands composed of a majority of spruce-fir forest type (James N. Long and Shaw 2005),
and an SDIratio > = 0.9 to select even-aged plots (Ducey 2009). Variables were evaluated for
outliers or abnormal values using summary statistics, boxplots, and histograms. Two outliers of
basal area, and sixteen outliers of volume were identified and removed from the dataset. Values
for HTAvg did not produce any outliers. The final dataset used for model fitting and diagram
construction contained n = 471 plots (Figure 2).
Maximum SDI is species specific; spruce SDImax = 620, and fir SDImax = 602 (Shaw
2020). Literature supports an increased SDImax based on the increased packing density of species
mixtures (Pretzsch 2014). We chose to continue with SDImax = 620 to retain the higher of the two
species SDImax values. SDI lines were plotted over observations in Figure 6.
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Figure 2. Map of FIA plot data. Grey observations are original observations, while green points
are the final dataset used to construct models.
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Diagram Construction
The diagram was constructed following the style of Long and McCarter (1985). TPA and
QMD were plotted on log-log axes, with volume, height, and SDI isolines. We used the
previously determined Engelmann spruce SDImax = 620 (Shaw 2020). Relative density lines were
plotted at 100%, 60%, 35%, and 25% SDImax to represent the standard stand development phase
changes described by Long and Smith (1984). Reineke’s original SDImax = 100% stocking and
delineates the upper boundary (Reineke 1933). When plotting the SDI lines, an exponent of 1.605 was used. The DMD is composed of average models for the population, and while the
specificity of the exponent has ecological significance, it is not necessary for silvicultural
application of the DMD (James N. Long and Shaw 2005).
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 1/1.605
𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄𝑄 ~ 10 ∗ �
�
𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

Average maximum tree heights (HTAvg) were related to TPA and QMD by nonlinear
regression using the formula below with R2 = 0.79 and RMSE = 58.7 feet. Residuals were plotted
over predictors to evaluate for bias. Residual plots for height model variables are in APPENDIX
A. Height lines for ten-foot height classes were plotted on the DMD.
QMD~ 2.069936 + HT40 ∗ (0.263124 − 0.029178 ∗ log(TPA))

Gross plot volume was related to TPA and QMD by nonlinear regression using the
formula below with pseudo-R2 = 0. 94 with RMSE = 668.8 cubic feet. Residuals were plotted
over predictors to evaluate for bias. Residual plots for model variables are in APPENDIX B.
Volume lines were modeled and plotted on the DMD for 500 Ft3, 1000 Ft3 classes up to 10000
Ft3.
VOL~ (0.028680 ∗ TPA) ∗ (QMD2.665160 )
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Spruce Beetle Diagram Construction
For the beetle hazard rating diagram, it is necessary to model live basal area isolines to
delineate hazard ratings. Basal area per acre was related to TPA and QMD by nonlinear
regression using the formula below with pseudo-R2 = 0.99, and RMSE = 4.8 square feet.
Residuals were plotted over predictors to evaluate for bias. Residual plots for BA model variables
are in APPENDIX C.
BA~0.00532300 ∗ (QMD2.01069172 ) ∗ TPA

A second density diagram was constructed in log-log space and the same SDI isolines as
above. Instead of height and volume model isolines, QMD and BA hazard rating thresholds;
QMD = 12 inches, QMD = 16 inches, BA = 100 ft2, and BA = 150 ft2, were plotted on the
diagram. The intersections of these lines form an octothorp over the diagram, and the value for
each section can be calculated following the method of Schmid and Frye (1976). Use of the
diagram is described in the beetle diagram example section.
The climate variable minimum cold season temperature and maximum warm season
temperature were associated with increased prediction of spruce beetle presence in the future of
the interior west (DeRose et al. 2013). Annual precipitation was plotted against maximum and
minimum annual temperatures, Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively, to investigate any observable
relationships between climate and precipitation ranges of final dataset spruce-fir plots compared
to original dataset plots.
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RESULTS
Database Summary
The original FIA data contained 1908 observations across Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming, between inventory years 2000 and 2017.
The final subset did not retain any observations from Nevada, and only one in Arizona. The final
dataset contained n = 471 observations of even-aged spruce-fir forests in the interior west (Figure
2) ranging from stands of pure spruce to stands of pure fir (Figure 3). Northernmost latitude at
49.00° is the border between the US and Canada, while the southernmost latitude at 33.93° is a
restriction of the forest species’ ecology. Longitude of the observations ranged from -105.1° to 116.8° covering the Rocky Mountain Ranges in the interior west. Slope ranged from 0% to 93%
with a mean of 32%. The final dataset had a mean TPA = 384.6 (± 409.9), with a range from
30.09 to 3587. Mean QMD = 9.056 (± 3.639 inches), spanning 2.030 inches to 21.94 inches.
Average maximum tree height = 63.29 (± 21.4 feet), ranging from 9.75 feet to a maximum of 120
feet. Mean volume/acre = 2690 (± 2000 cubic feet) and ranging from no standing volume to a
maximum of 8707 cubic feet. No previous disturbances or treatments were used to filter data.
Statistics for annual climate variables related to climate change and spruce beetle are also
included in (Table 1). Mean annual precipitation of the final dataset = 1003.0 (± 313.2 mm),
within a range from 474.4 to 2267.9 mm. Maximum annual temperature ranged from 4.8° to
13.3°C with a mean = 8.3 (± 1.6°C). Minimum annual temperature ranged from -8.1° to 0.6°C
with a mean = -4.1 (± 1.9°C).
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Table 1. Summary statistics of spruce-fir dataset. N = 471 observations.
Variable
Unit
Min
Max
Mean
SD
TPA
Trees/acre
30.09
3586.61
384.64
409.856
QMD
Inches
2.030
21.94
9.056
3.639269
Height
Feet
9.75
120
63.29
21.36217
Volume
Ft3/acre
0
8707
2690
2000.152
Basal Area
Ft2/acre
2.355
343.351
120.111 68.26607
SDI sum
Unitless
7.58
649
218.40
119.6948
SDI Reineke
Unitless
7.58
711.09
232.58
128.9219
% PIEN
%
0
100
59.78
35.39818
% ABLA
%
0
100
35.767
34.61781
Elevation
Feet a.s.l.
2130
12130
8973
2211.776
Slope
%
0
93
32
20.18383
Latitude
Degrees
33.93
49.00
42.17
4.157799
Longitude
Degrees
-116.8
-105.1
-110.1
3.716563
Annual PPT
Mm
474.9
2267.9
1003.0
313.2101
Annual Tmax
°Celsius
4.783
13.314
8.295
1.572441
Annual Tmin
°Celsius
-8.1225
0.5575
-4.0711
1.890163

Std. Error
18.8851678
0.1676886
0.9843167
92.1621606
3.1455345
5.5152456
5.9404085
1.6310620
1.5951047
101.9132798
0.9310107
0.1915813
0.1712502
14.63535
0.07347533
0.08832152

Spruce BA percentage was plotted against fir BA percentage to visualize distribution of
observations by stand composition (Figure 3). Both species ranged from 0% to 100%. The
distribution of plots was skewed towards spruce with an average BA = 59.8% (± 35.4%),
compared to fir average BA = 35.8% (± 34.6%), with the remaining BA = 4.4% composed of
other species. Roughly even distribution of plots indicated we can assume the models apply
across all combinations of spruce and fir totaling a minimum of 80% basal area. BA of
observations ranged from 2.355 ft2 to 343.351 ft2, with mean = 120.1 ft2 (± 68.3 ft2).
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Figure 3. Plot distribution (n = 471) by percent BA spruce and percent BA fir. Average of each
species is plotted in red (59.78009,35.76683).
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Maximum annual temperatures of spruce-fir observations decreased by six degrees
Celsius on the upper end of the range but were otherwise evenly distributed among values for
annual precipitation (Figure 4). Observations with maximum annual temperature > 13.3°C were
sparsely distributed below 1000mm precipitation and constituted 1.4% of observations in the
original dataset. These observations were removed from the dataset for suboptimal species
composition or stand structure. The final dataset can be seen to cover the same climactic range of
maximum annual temperature.

Figure 4. Original (n = 1908) and final (n = 471) datasets plotted by maximum annual
temperature and annual precipitation. Original dataset range of Tmax = 4.70167 to 20.4033
degrees Celsius, and range of annual precipitation = 395.75 to 2267.93 mm. Final dataset range of
Tmax = 4.78333 to 13.3142 degrees Celsius, and range of annual precipitation = 474.93 to
2267.93 mm.
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Minimum annual temperature observations of the final dataset appear evenly distributed
withing the climate range of the original dataset (Figure 5). A decrease of about 3.5°C in the
highest minimum annual temperatures was composed of 19 observations. Observations with
minimum annual temperature > 0.6°C were sparsely distributed below 1380mm precipitation and
constituted 1.0% of observations in the original dataset. These observations were removed from
the dataset for suboptimal species composition or stand structure. The final dataset can be seen to
cover the same climactic range of minimum annual temperature.

Figure 5. Original (n = 1908) and final (n = 471) datasets plotted by minimum annual temperature
and annual precipitation. Original dataset range of Tmin = (-8.9875) to 4.07 degrees Celsius, and
range of annual precipitation = 395.75 to 2267.93 mm. Final dataset range of Tmin = (-8.1225) to
0.5575 degrees Celsius, and range of annual precipitation = 474.93 to 2267.93 mm.
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Figure 6. Distribution of spruce-fir dataset (n = 471) in log(QMD)-log(TPA) space with SDI
isolines representing general stand structure transitions.
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SDI Isolines
SDI isolines for stand stocking thresholds were plotted at 25, 35, 60, and 100 percent
SDImax (Figure 6). There are no fit statistics for the SDI isolines because SDImax = 620 (Shaw
2020) and slope = -1.605 (Reineke 1933) were previously calculated. Review of one observation
(2251.56, 4.87) appearing above the SDImax isoline appears to be biased by a large understory of
fir regeneration contributing to a high TPA.
Height Model
The height model had an R2 = 0.78, and RMSE = 57.4 feet (Table 2). Model coefficients
were all statistically significant at the alpha = 0.05 level, residual standard error = 1.715 on 468
degrees of freedom, and the model converged with a tolerance = 2.667 e-08 after one iteration.
Autocorrelation did not show any spatial correlation between plots. Height model residual plots
did not suggest any significant bias in model variables (APPENDIX A). Model residuals plotted
by elevation showed increasing residuals above ~11000 feet. Height lines were plotted over
observations in Figure 7.
Table 2. Height model coefficients and statistics
Parameters Estimate
Std. Error t value
a
2.435393 0.252722
9.637
b
0.290030 0.008097 35.821
c
0.033870
0.001466 23.110

Pr(>|t|)
<2e-16
<2e-16
<2e-16
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Figure 7. Distribution of spruce-fir dataset (n = 471) in log(QMD)-log(TPA) space with height
isolines representing average maximum stand height.
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Volume Model
The volume model has a pseudo-R2 = 0.89, and RMSE = 654.1 Ft3/acre (Table 3). Model
coefficients were all statistically significant at alpha = 0.05 level. The model converged with a
tolerance = 1.972 e-08 after one iteration. Autocorrelation did not show any spatial correlation
between plots. Analysis of residuals did not suggest any significant bias in model variables
(APPENDIX B). Volume lines were plotted over observations in Figure 8.
Table 3. Volume model coefficients and statistics.
Parameters
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
a
0.027610
0.001927
14.33
b
2.669212
0.029001
92.04

Pr(>|t|)
<2e-16
<2e-16
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Figure 8. Distribution of spruce-fir dataset (n = 471) in log(QMD)-log(TPA) space with volume
isolines representing estimated live standing volume per acre.
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Figure 9. Spruce-fir DMD. Height curves are dashed lines. Volume lines are dotted lines. SDI
lines are solid lines.
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Basal Area Model
The basal area model has a pseudo-R2 = 0.99, and RMSE = 4.8 ft2/acre (Table 4). Model
coefficients were significant at alpha = 0.05 level, residual standard error = 4.782 on 469 degrees
of freedom and converged with a tolerance = 5.558 e-06. Autocorrelation did not show any
correlation between plots. Analysis of residuals did not suggest any significant bias in model
variables (APPENDIX C). Observations were plotted with basal area threshold lines in Figure 10.
Table 4. Basal area model coefficients and statistics.
Parameters
Estimate
Std. Error
t value
a
0.00532300
0.00005419
98.22
b
2.01069172
0.00449447 447.37

Pr(>|t|)
<2e-16
<2e-16
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Figure 10. Distribution of spruce-fir dataset (n = 471) in log(QMD)-log(TPA) space with basal
area per acre and QMD threshold lines for spruce beetle hazard diagram.
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Figure 11. Spruce beetle hazard score density diagram. Dotted blue lines are QMD thresholds.
Dashed grey lines are BA thresholds. Solid black lines are SDI lines.
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Figure 12. Spruce-fir DMD with spruce beetle hazard zones.
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DISCUSSION
Quantitative silviculture was used to evaluate and construct relationships between stand
density, height, and volume of spruce-fir stands in the interior west. SDI, height model, and
volume model isolines were effectively plotted to construct a density management diagram.
Allometric equations that related stand density to height, and volume were appropriate for both
species across their geographic distribution in the interior west and were largely independent of
site quality. Analyzing volume and height model residual distributions across species composition
gradient did not show bias from either species supporting the assertion that spruce and fir are
compatible for plotting together. Fit statistics were robust across species, and stand structures,
which indicated the appropriateness of the model for use across the interior west. A DMD without
height and volume lines was plotted with spruce beetle hazard rating boundaries. These
boundaries were simplified into size-density zones, and the zones were added to the spruce-fir
DMD. This provides a rapid method of beetle infestation rating without requiring any extra
measurements.
The DMD is a powerful tool that can display the trajectory of a stand from current
conditions to desired future conditions to assess the need for density management. DMDs can be
used for simple comparison of management alternatives but are not a replacement for detailed
growth and yield models (e.g., the Forest Vegetation Simulator). In conjunction with local site
index and productivity curves, timeframe and productivity of a stand-level prescription can be
estimated. Using the beetle hazard DMD can prevent forest management from leading to high
hazard situations, and to prioritize current stands for treatment to reduce severity and size of
beetle outbreaks assuming they eventually happen.
A density management diagram has become a standard tool for forest management and
the process of comparing different management alternatives is universal across DMDs (Shaw and
Long 2007). The specificity of a DMD comes from the species characteristics, and the conditions
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desired by the forest manager. While the spruce DMD related SDI, QMD, TPA, height, and
volume measurements of a stand, when used in conjunction with local site index curves,
timeframes can be estimated for management alternatives as well (Jack and Long 1996). Basic
DMD usage steps according to Vacchiano et al. (2013) are: (1) identify starting conditions on the
DMD; (2) identify desired conditions at end of rotation and track between the two conditions; (3)
determine if density regulation is needed; (4) use local site index curves to calculate time
schedule.
The alternatives plotted on a DMD may intersect different sections related to hazard
ratings, resource limitations, and may result in different final stand structures. The manager may
choose to reduce a hazard or produce desired stand characteristics by using density management
treatments to alter trajectory of the alternative. The density management diagram is beneficial to
management of forested land across much of the western United States. The diagram models can
be incorporated into the current US Forest Service, Forest Vegetation Simulator for more accurate
modelling of spruce forest types. Understanding of spruce population ecology will improve land
management strategies for the accumulation of excess fuels, decrease the probability of beetle
outbreak and spread, and maintain a desirable forest structure for multiple uses. The spruce DMD
provides a tool to quickly assess stand conditions and compare impacts of management
alternatives for stand management planning.
Spruce-fir DMD Examples
An example of how a forest manager might use a DMD to compare three potential stand
trajectories is presented in Figure 13. The stand trajectories are plotted without disturbance, aside
from intended thinning treatments and density-dependent mortality. Other natural disturbances
could impact the trajectory of a stand, but the inability to predict frequency, severity, and extent,
make inclusion prohibitively complicated. Disturbance after a thinning treatment is assumed to be
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short-lived or minimally important to allometric models on the time scale of stand management
(Jack and Long 1996). The beetle hazard represented in the background is for classifying stand
hazard but does not impact the trajectory of the stand.
Thinning treatments reduce TPA to produce the (mostly) horizontal sections of stand
trajectory. These treatments can produce positive or negative sloped sections depending upon the
method of thinning and conditions produced. Thinning from above, or selecting the larger DBH
trees, would result in the trajectory having a downward slope. Thinning from below to remove the
understory trees would increase QMD and result in an upward section of stand trajectory.
The green trajectory on the right of the diagram is a representation of a stand growing
with no treatment. The blue line in the middle represents a stand that receives a precommercial
thinning to reduce stand density at the beginning of rotation. And the red line on the left
represents a trajectory with an early precommercial thinning as well as a commercial thinning
later in rotation. A specific site index was not used in plotting of these trajectories. For the
simplicity of the example, the time it takes to move from point A to the end of each trajectory is
assumed to be the same for each alternative.
If point A is the current condition of a stand, natural growth without intervention would
progress along a trajectory similar to the green line. Individuals in the stand increase in QMD,
until density-dependent competition increases mortality, resulting in a decrease of TPA. This
forms the self-thinning curve of the trajectory as the stand exceeds 60% of maximum SDI
threshold. The stand crosses the 60% SDI threshold near QMD = 11 inches. Stands with > 65%
spruce canopy cover would be in high beetle hazard rating, while stands < 65% spruce canopy
cover would have a medium beetle hazard rating.
From point A, the stand could be thinned from below to reduce density associated
resource competition while retaining well-established and healthy individuals. This alternative is
represented by the blue trajectory in the middle of the diagram. An early pre-commercial thinning
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treatment reduces density and delays the stand beetle hazard from increasing. The stand crosses
the 60% SDI threshold near QMD = 18 inches. The predicted end of rotation results in stands
with > 50% spruce canopy having a high beetle hazard rating, while stands < 50% spruce canopy
cover have a medium beetle hazard rating.
From point A, a third trajectory represents a second alternative treatment plan with two
thinning treatments. This alternative is represented by the red line on the left of the diagram. The
first treatment is early to reduce density and select for a healthy stand, while the second thinning
treatment removes commercially viable product to prevent exceeding a medium beetle hazard
rating. This removal also reduces the final hazard rating, while having the potential to be
profitable. Stands on this trajectory would not exceed a medium beetle hazard level regardless of
the spruce canopy cover.
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A

Figure 13. DMD example with three management alternatives. Green line is no-action alternative.
Blue line is a second alternative example with a pre-commercial thinning. Red line is a third
alternative example with a pre-commercial thinning and a commercial thinning later in rotation.
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The difference in alternative trajectories is defined by the desired conditions of the land
manager. Starting conditions, intermediate conditions, and final conditions will need to be
prioritized and compared to determine the best option for each management situation. Estimated
values for TPA, QMD, height, SDI, volume, removed volume, and removed TPA for each
alternative represented in the example are listed in Table 5. The no-action alternative has the
highest removed volume, but the lowest removed TPA and final QMD. Timber from this
alternative would have lower quality. Adding a pre-commercial thinning (PCT) in the first
alternative decreases TPA resulting in a higher QMD compared to no-action. The potential
volume produced in the alternative is less than no-action, but the quality and size of the timber is
likely better due to the reduced growing density and larger individual size. The second alternative
with both a PCT and a commercial thinning (CT) resulted in the lowest potential volume, but the
largest final QMD without exceeding a medium beetle hazard rating.
Table 5. Summary of alternative forest plans for stand A.
Alternatives
TPA QMD (in) HT (ft) SDI
Initial condition
No-action EOR
Initial condition
PCT before
PCT after
EOR
Initial condition
PCT before
PCT after
CT before
CT after
EOR

400
275
400
400
180
120
400
400
180
180
30
30

5
14.5
5
5
5.5
17.5
5
5
5.5
13
17
22

28
118
28
28
28
118
28
28
28
85
85
118

132
500
132
132
69
295
132
132
69
274
70
106

Volume
(ft3/ac)
800
8500
800
800
500
7000
800
800
500
3800
2000
4000

Removed
TPA
275
220
340
280
430
460

Removed
volume
8500
300
7300
300
2100
6100

Multiple stands can be plotted and compared simultaneously to determine the stands most
in need of treatment to reduce hazard. In Figure 14, multiple stands are plotted for comparison.
Trajectories have been color coded by the hazard category predicted at the end of rotation. Stand
D is the only stand to finish in the highest hazard category. This would be the stand most in need
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of treatment for prevention of spruce beetle outbreak. Stands C and E both finish in the second
highest category. Stands B and E have similar beginning QMD and show how lower initial
density can reduce hazard category. Comparing all the stands can show that stand D is the highest
priority for prevention, followed by stands C and E. Stands F and G have lower hazard categories
at end of rotation, but there is more for treatment before entering higher hazard zones. Because
of the high TPA values, these stands will require thinning treatment to prevent increased hazard
categories. Stand B may not need any intervention between current and final condition since it
remained in lower hazard categories.
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Figure 14. DMD example comparing multiple stands.
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Spruce Beetle Diagram Example
For more than two decades, outbreaks in spruce beetle populations have caused
substantial changes in mortality and shifts in stand composition (DeRose et al. 2013). A spruce
beetle hazard rating system was defined (Schmid and Frye 1976) to assist foresters in prioritizing
stands with the greatest potential for outbreak, in the hopes that preventative actions can be
administered to reduce the risk or severity of beetle outbreak. Since a DMD is a familiar forestry
tool, and three of four beetle hazards can be plotted on a density diagram, it seems logical to
combine the hazard ratings and the DMD.
Four variables were defined to classify risk categories: QMD of live spruce, stand basal
area, physiographic location, and proportion of spruce in the canopy. Each variable is classified
as high = 3, medium = 2, or low = 1, and the scores are summed to determine a total hazard
rating. High potential outbreak ratings would be 11 - 12, medium hazard ratings would be 7 - 9,
and low hazard ratings would be 4 - 5. Thresholds for BA hazard and QMD hazard categories can
be plotted on the DMD as seen in Figure 11, but the score for landscape variability cannot be
plotted on the diagram. The values for landscape score were subtracted from hazard rating totals
to determine partial scores for the diagram. Without landscape scores, high hazard ratings are 8 9, medium ratings are 5 - 7, and low ratings are 3 - 4.
The last, and possibly most important, hazard prediction factor is percent of spruce in the
canopy. Since the DMD is constructed for spruce-fir, there is potential variability in spruce
canopy percent each time a stand is plotted or a thinning occurs. Assuming each spruce canopy
percent category individually, hazard scores were calculated for each section on the diagram.
From the sums, the thresholds between low-medium and medium-high hazard were determined
for each spruce canopy category. A low-medium threshold can be plotted on the DMD for spruce
canopy < 50%, but a medium-high threshold would only exist on the diagram if the score was
adjusted for the landscape. Both low-medium and medium-high thresholds can be plotted on the
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DMD for spruce canopy 50 – 65%. Spruce canopy > 65% med-hi threshold can be plotted on the
DMD, but it does not have a low-med threshold on the diagram unless adjustment is made for the
landscape. These thresholds can be plotted on the spruce-fir DMD to define hazard zones that
account for spruce canopy percentage, but without the landscape influence.
1. Spruce canopy < 50%
a. Low hazard zone:
i. QMD < 12 inches AND

BA < 150 ft2, or

ii. QMD < 16 inches AND

BA < 100 ft2

b. Medium hazard zone:
i. QMD > 16 inches, or
ii. BA > 150 ft2, or
iii. QMD > 12 inches AND

BA > 100 ft2

2. Spruce canopy 50-65%
a. Low hazard zone:
i. QMD < 12 inches AND

BA < 100 ft2

b. Medium hazard zone:
i. QMD > 12 inches AND

BA < 150 ft2AND

ii. QMD < 16 inches AND

BA > 100 ft2

c. High hazard zone:
i. QMD > 16 inches AND

BA > 150 ft2

3. Spruce canopy > 65%
a. Medium hazard zone:
i. QMD < 12 inches AND

BA < 150 ft2 AND

ii. QMD < 16 inches AND

BA < 100 ft2

b. High hazard zone:
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i. QMD > 12 inches AND

BA > 150 ft2, or

ii. QMD > 16 inches AND

BA > 100 ft2

The overlapping ratings create five combinations that can be summarized by hazard
ratings and spruce canopy percent to create five zones. An example of how to read zone label 2
would be, stands with < 50% spruce canopy cover have a low hazard, while stands > 50% spruce
canopy cover have a medium hazard rating.
1. Low hazard < spruce canopy 65% < medium hazard
2. Low hazard < spruce canopy 50% < medium hazard
3. Medium hazard
4. Medium hazard < spruce canopy 65% < high hazard
5. Medium hazard < spruce canopy 50% < high hazard
If a stand practitioner would like to include the landscape score into the beetle hazard
rating, it could easily be accomplished by adding or subtracting a point from the overall hazard
score and referencing the score ranges on the beetle hazard diagram. Add one point to the
diagram score to account for increased hazard on well-drained stands or stands in creek bottoms.
Subtract one point from the diagram score to account for decreased hazard at stands with a site
index of 40 – 80. Stands with a site index of 80 – 120, an original category of Schmid and Frye
(1976), would not receive a score adjustment.
An example would be a stand at point A in Figure 15. If stand A has a spruce canopy
percentage < 50%, and grows without intervention, it would follow a trajectory similar to the
green line. Individual trees grow until resources become limiting and self-thinning mortality
causes the slope of the trajectory to decrease, forming the curve toward lower density. This
alternative results in entering higher hazard categories with a lower QMD. This would be
undesirable for any management expecting to reduce the risk of beetle outbreaks and maximize
growth. The final score for stand A at end of rotation would be in the fourth hazard zone. Looking
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at the legend and finding the score for < 50% spruce canopy in the fourth hazard zone gives a
score of 6 for the stand. A score of 6 is a medium hazard rating.
One alternative option is the blue trajectory in Figure 15. A thinning treatment,
represented on the diagram by a strait, low-slope section, could reduce stand density early in the
trajectory of the stand. The reduced density releases competition for resources and opens space
for individual trees to grow. This could lead to shorter rotations, larger yields, and lower hazards
during rotation. After thinning, the stand grows similarly to the green trajectory from the adjusted
conditions. Final hazard score for stand A following the alternative trajectory would be 7,
medium.
A second alternative is represented by the red line on the diagram. This alternative has an
early thinning similar to the first alternative but includes a second thinning when the stand is of
commercial size. Despite being potentially profitable, this second thinning allowed the stand to
attain the same final QMD, while maintaining a lower hazard score. The final hazard score for
stand A following this alternative trajectory would be 6, medium.
Using either the DMD or the beetle diagram, the practitioner could locate a stand on the
density diagram for an immediate hazard rating, plot a stand trajectory to determine if the stand
will encounter an increased hazard rating, or plot multiple stands to determine which stands are
most in need of treatment to prevent increased hazard ratings. The added utility of the beetle
diagram is the ability to calculate more precise scores for each stand and include adjustment for
significant landscape conditions. In the example of stand A, if the stand was located adjacent to a
creek, the score could be adjusted by adding a point for the location. The green trajectory of nointervention would result in a score of 6 + 1 = 7, the stand is still in the medium hazard category.
The blue trajectory with a single thinning treatment would result in a score of 7 + 1 = 8, meaning
the landscape score changed the hazard score from medium, to high hazard at this location. The
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red trajectory with two thinning treatments would result in a score of 6 + 1 = 7, meaning the
second thinning treatment prevented the stand from entering the high hazard category.
Spruce-fir DMD Assessment
Many arguments have been made against this version of DMD construction; deviance of
SDI calculations in uneven-aged stands, increased statistical accuracy of other models, and
whether the SDI isolines should be linear or curved, and if SDImax really applies across a
landscape (Zeide 2005; Zeide 2010; Jack and Long 1996; Heiderman and Kimsey 2021). The
generality of QMD and TPA, used to calculate SDI and construct the diagram, results in
inaccurate estimates because of aggregation bias accumulated in uneven structured stands when
compared to SDI calculation per tree and by summation (Shaw 2000). The difference may be
negligible in even-aged stands but increases as the stand gets more structurally complex. In a
comparison of Reineke’s and Nilson’s self-thinning models, Zeide (2010) contends that the
relationship between DBH and crown diameter of Reineke’s model should be a better predictor of
mortality than BA in Nilson’s model, yet Nilson’s model was more accurate in each analysis. The
straightness or curvature of the self-thinning line was also evaluated by Zeide (2010). Allometric
equations do not account for the change in growth with tree age, and the self-thinning slope
should decrease with increasing age and size, forming a curved line at very low densities. Despite
differences, the conclusion was the differences are statistically insignificant (Zeide 2010). The
universality of SDImax for each species was evaluated by Heiderman and Kimsey (2021) in the
Pacific Northwest. They found a universal SDImax was not appropriate for hemlock (Tsuga
heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.) and Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziessii (mirb.) Franco) stands in the
complex landscape of western Oregon and Washington and call for site specific maximum
density values. Currently, Reineke’s model is the best we have for constructing diagrams
applicable to large regions.
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CONCLUSION
FIA data provided 1908 plots containing Engelmann spruce with DBH > 1 inch. Of
those, 471 plots were used for construction of the DMD. Distribution of plots was consistent with
a stand SDImax = 620, and independent of site quality and age. Climate variables were evenly
distributed across the gradient of spruce-fir composition indicating the DMD is applicable to
spruce-fir forests across the entire climactic range. Non-linear regression models were
constructed for height and volume. Analysis of autocorrelation and plots of residuals indicated no
bias in any of the model variables. The resulting height and volume models have robust
prediction ability. Self-thinning, height model, and volume model isolines were plotted in
log(QMD)-log(TPA) space to produce a spruce-fir DMD. A non-linear regression model was
constructed for basal area threshold isolines. Spruce beetle hazard thresholds were plotted in
log(QMD)-log(TPA) space and hazard scores for each zone were summarized. The summary
hazard zones were plotted on the spruce-fir DMD for combined ease of use. Examples provided
in the discussion detail the use of both the beetle hazard diagram and the combined spruce-fir
DMD with hazard zones. The DMD and hazard diagrams will be powerful tools in spruce-fir
forest planning, and prevention and mitigation of spruce beetle hazard.
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APPENDIX A: Height Model Residual Plots

Figure 15. Autocorrelation plot of height model residuals.

Figure 16. Height model QMD residual by percent spruce basal area.
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Figure 17. Height model QMD residuals by average maximum height with LOESS line.

Figure 18. Height model QMD residuals by TPA with LOESS line.
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APPENDIX B: Volume Model Residual Plots

Figure 19. Autocorrelation plot of volume model residuals.

Figure 20. Volume model volume residuals by percent spruce basal area.
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Figure 21. Volume model volume residuals by QMD with LOESS line.

Figure 22. Volume model volume residuals by TPA with LOESS line.
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APPENDIX C: Basal Area Residual Plots

Figure 23. Autocorrelation plot of basal area model residuals.

Figure 24. Basal area model residuals by actual BALIVE with LOESS line.
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Figure 25. Basal area model residuals by QMD with LOESS line.

Figure 26. Basal area model residuals by TPA with LOESS line.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
S1. R code

###############################
## For Kat PC
setwd("C:/Users/Katheryn Little/Box/Little-R script and data/Data preparation/")
#rawdata<-read.csv("C:/Users/Katheryn Little/Box/Little-R script and data/Data preparation/Data
prep Archive/MIXCON_CP1_CONDData_PRISM.csv",header=T,na.strings="")
#plotdata<-rawdata #data reset button
#tree_subset<-read.csv("Data prep Archive/Tree Tables/tree_subset.csv")
#calc_var<-read.csv("Data prep Archive/Plot_variables.csv")
plotdata2<-read.csv("plotdata2.csv")
library(aomisc)
library(ggplot2)
library(nlstools)
library(Metrics)
#library(reshape2)
library(rstatix)
library(stats)
options(scipen=999)
###############################
### Justin PC
#setwd("C:/Users/a00362710/Box/Little-R script and data/Data preparation/") #desktop
#setwd("C:/Users/rjust/Box/Little-R script and data/Data preparation/") #pc laptop
#setwd('/Users/justinderose/Box/Little-R script and data/Data preparation/')
#dat.in <- read.csv("MIXCON_CP1_CONDData_PRISM.csv", head=T, sep=",") ##
#tree_subset<-read.csv("Tree Tables/tree_subset.csv")
#calc_var<-read.csv("Data preparation/Plot_variables.csv")
#plotdata2<-read.csv("plotdata2.csv")
#options(scipen=999) # Justin, you'll love this! It makes scientific notation stop.
################################
##########
## Refining Spruce-fir data
piab_data<-plotdata2 #n= 1908
piab_data1<-subset(piab_data, piab_data$PCNT_SF>=80) #n = 1609
piab_data2<-subset(piab_data1, piab_data1$SDI_ratio>0.9) #n = 528
which(is_outlier(piab_data2$VOLCFGRS,coef=1.5)) # 157 226 272 274 278 281 292 354 376
396 474 475
which(is_outlier(piab_data2$AvgMaxHT,coef=1.5)) # returns no outliers
which(is_outlier(piab_data2$BALIVE,coef=1.5)) # 479
piab_data3<-piab_data2[-c(157,226,272,274,278,281,292,354,376,396,474,475,479),] #n = 515
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piab_data3<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$TPAt>25)
# n= 474
piab_data3<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$QMD_Little>2) # n= 471
##########
##########
### HEIGHT
## R2 = 0.7789322
## RMSE = 57.39478 feet
HT.e<-2.435393
HT.f<-0.290030
HT.g<-0.033870
piab_Ht_nls<-nls(QMD_Little~e+AvgMaxHT*(fg*log(TPAt)),data=piab_data3,start=list(e=HT.e,f=HT.f,g=HT.g))
summary(piab_Ht_nls)
piab_Ht_pseudoR<-R2nls(piab_Ht_nls)
piab_Ht_pseudoR
piab_data3$pred_Ht<-predict(piab_Ht_nls)
rmse(piab_data3$AvgMaxHT,piab_data3$pred_Ht)
# Height line functions
Line140HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+140*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line130HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+130*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line120HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+120*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line110HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+110*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line100HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+100*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line90HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+90*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line80HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+80*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line70HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+70*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line60HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+60*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line50HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+50*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line40HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+40*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line30HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+30*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
Line20HT<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-HT.e+20*(HT.f-HT.g*log(x))}
# Residuals and plots
piab_Ht_nls_resid<-nlsResiduals(piab_Ht_nls)
piab_data3$QMD_residuals<-residuals(piab_Ht_nls)
acf(piab_data3$QMD_residuals,las=1,ylab="Autocorrelation Factor",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5) #
plot(piab_Ht_nls_resid,main="PIAB Ht resid") #
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(QMD_residuals~AvgMaxHT,data=piab_data3,ylab="QMD
residuals",xlab="Height",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,pch=20) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$AvgMaxHT,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(QMD_residuals~PCNT_093,data=piab_data3,ylab="QMD residuals",xlab="Percent Spruce
BA",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,pch=20) #
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(QMD_residuals~TPAt,data=piab_data3,ylab="QMD
residuals",xlab="TPA",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,pch=20) #
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loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$TPAt,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~VOLCFGRS,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$VOLCFGRS,log.x=TRUE,
log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~BALIVE,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$BALIVE,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~ELEV,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$ELEV,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~PPT_ANN,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$PPT_ANN,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~TMIN_ANN,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$TMIN_ANN,log.x=TRUE,
log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~TMAX_ANN,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$QMD_residuals,x=piab_data3$TMAX_ANN,log.x=TRUE,
log.y=TRUE)
plot(QMD_residuals~PCNT_093,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_093.99<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_093>99)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_093.99$QMD_residuals) #
piab_data3_jitter_093.01<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_093<1)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_093.01$QMD_residuals) #
plot(QMD_residuals~PCNT_SF,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_sf<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_SF>99)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_sf$QMD_residuals) #
plot(QMD_residuals~PCNT_019,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_019.99<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_019>99)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_019.99$QMD_residuals) #
piab_data3_jitter_019.01<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_019<1)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_019.01$QMD_residuals) #
##########
##########
### VOLUME
## pseudo-R2 = 0.8928294
## RMSE = 654.0928 CF/acre
VOL.b<-0.027610
VOL.c<-2.669210
piab_Vol_nls<nls(VOLCFGRS~(b*TPAt)*(QMD_Little^c),data=piab_data3,start=list(b=VOL.b,c=VOL.c),mo
del=TRUE)
summary(piab_Vol_nls)
piab_Vol_pseudoR<-R2nls(piab_Vol_nls)
piab_Vol_pseudoR
piab_data3$pred_Vol<-predict(piab_Vol_nls)
rmse(piab_data3$VOLCFGRS,piab_data3$pred_Vol)
# Volume line functions
Line500CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(500/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
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Line1000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(1000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line2000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(2000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line3000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(3000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line4000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(4000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line5000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(5000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line6000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(6000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line7000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(7000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line8000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(8000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line9000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(9000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
Line10000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
#Line12000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(12000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
#Line14000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(14000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
#Line16000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(16000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
#Line20000CF<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(20000/(VOL.b*x))^(1/VOL.c)}
# Resdiuals and plots
piab_Vol_nls_resid<-nlsResiduals(piab_Vol_nls)
piab_data3$Vol_residuals<-residuals(piab_Vol_nls)
acf(piab_data3$Vol_residuals,las=1,ylab="Autocorrelation Factor",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5) #
plot(piab_Vol_nls_resid,las=1) #
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(Vol_residuals~PCNT_093,data=piab_data3,ylab="Volume residuals",xlab="Percent Spruce
BA",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,pch=20) #
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(Vol_residuals~QMD_Little,data=piab_data3,ylab="Volume
residuals",xlab="QMD",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,pch=20) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$QMD_Little,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(Vol_residuals~TPAt,data=piab_data3,ylab="Volume
residuals",xlab="TPA",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,pch=20) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$TPAt,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~AvgMaxHT,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$AvgMaxHT,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~BALIVE,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$BALIVE,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~ELEV,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$ELEV,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~PPT_ANN,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$PPT_ANN,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~TMIN_ANN,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$TMIN_ANN,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~TMAX_ANN,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$Vol_residuals,x=piab_data3$TMAX_ANN,log.x=TRUE, log.y=TRUE)
plot(Vol_residuals~PCNT_093,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_pien1<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_093>99)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_pien1$Vol_residuals,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_pien2<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_093<1)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_pien2$Vol_residuals,las=1) #
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plot(Vol_residuals~PCNT_019,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_abla1<-subset(piab_data3,las=1) #
hist(piab_data3_jitter_abla1$Vol_residuals,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_abla2<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_019<1) #
hist(piab_data3_jitter_abla2$Vol_residuals,las=1) #
plot(Vol_residuals~PCNT_SF,data=piab_data3,las=1) #
piab_data3_jitter_piab<-subset(piab_data3,piab_data3$PCNT_SF>99)
hist(piab_data3_jitter_piab$Vol_residuals,las=1) #
##########
##########
##BA model for beetle dmd
#BA/acre~TPA*0.005454*QMD^2
#pseudo-R2 =
#RMSE= sqft/acre
BA.v<-0.00532300
BA.w<-2.01069172
piab_BA_nls<nls(BALIVE~TPAt*v*(QMD_Little^w),data=piab_data3,start=list(v=BA.v,w=BA.w),model=TR
UE)
summary(piab_BA_nls)
piab_BA_pseudoR<-R2nls(piab_BA_nls)
piab_BA_pseudoR
piab_data3$pred_BA<-predict(piab_BA_nls)
rmse(piab_data3$BALIVE,piab_data3$pred_BA)
# BA line functions
LineBA100<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(100/(BA.v*x))^(1/BA.w)}
LineBA150<-function(x=pien_data3$TPAt){z<-(150/(BA.v*x))^(1/BA.w)}
# Resdiuals and plots
piab_BA_nls_resid<-nlsResiduals(piab_BA_nls)
piab_data3$BA_residuals<-residuals(piab_BA_nls)
acf(piab_data3$BA_residuals,las=1,ylab="Autocorrelation Factor",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5) #
plot(piab_BA_nls_resid,main="Spruce-fir BA resid")
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(BA_residuals~BALIVE,data=piab_data3,ylab="BA residuals",ylim=c(3,3),xlab="BALIVE",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,pch=20) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$BA_residuals,x=piab_data3$BALIVE,log.x=TRUE,log.y=TRUE)
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(BA_residuals~QMD_Little,data=piab_data3,ylab="BA residuals",ylim=c(3,3),xlab="QMD",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,pch=20) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$BA_residuals,x=piab_data3$QMD_Little,log.x=TRUE,log.y=TRUE)
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(BA_residuals~TPAt,data=piab_data3,ylab="BA residuals",ylim=c(3,3),xlab="TPA",cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,pch=20) #
loessLine(y=piab_data3$BA_residuals,x=piab_data3$TPAt,log.x=TRUE,log.y=TRUE)
##########
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##############################
## Construction of PIAB DMD
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(piab_data3$TPAt,piab_data3$QMD_Little,
pch="",
xlim=c(18,6400), xlab="Trees/Acre",
ylim=c(2,32), ylab="Quadratic mean diameter (inches)",
log="xy",cex.lab=1.5,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,yaxt="n")
axis(side=2,at=c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32),las=1,col="black",cex.axis
=1.5)
#background grid lines
segments(20,32,95.85747,32,lty=1,col="black")
segments(20,32,20,2,lty=1,col="black")
segments(20,2,5000,2,lty=1,col="black")
segments(5000,2,5000,2.723665,lty=1,col="black")
#stocking isolines SDI=620
SDI_100<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(620/x)^(1/1.605))} #100% stocking
curve(SDI_100,from=92,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col="bla
ck")
SDI_60<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(372/x)^(1/1.605))} #60% stocked 372
curve(SDI_60,from=55,to=4940,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col="blac
k")
SDI_35<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(217/x)^(1/1.605))} #35% stocked 217
curve(SDI_35,from=32,to=2872.808,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col=
"black")
SDI_25<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(155/x)^(1/1.605))} #25% stocked 155
curve(SDI_25,from=22.5,to=2052.006,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
text(x=c(22,32,55,95,175),y=c(34,34,34,34,33.7),label=c("25","35","60","100","(%)
SDI"),cex=1.25)
#volume isolines
curve(Line500CF,from=20,to=3300,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
curve(Line1000CF,from=20,to=5550,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
curve(Line2000CF,from=20,to=5550,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
curve(Line3000CF,from=20,to=2717.596,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32
),col="black")
segments(2717.596,3.982253,3100,3.982253,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line4000CF,from=20,to=1760.991,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32
),col="black")
segments(1760.991,5.218303,2000,5.218303,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line5000CF,from=20,to=1257.77,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32)
,col="black")
segments(1257.77,6.435647,1450,6.435647,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
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curve(Line6000CF,from=20.87005,to=955.3954,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(955.3954,7.638287,1100,7.638287,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line7000CF,from=24.34839,to=757.2105,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(757.2105,8.828836,875,8.828836,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line8000CF,from=27.82673,to=619.0923,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(619.0923,10.00913,720,10.00913,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line9000CF,from=31.30507,to=518.3334,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(518.3334,11.18054,600,11.18054,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line10000CF,from=34.78342,to=442.1804,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),yli
m=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(442.1804,12.3441,500,12.3441,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
text(x=c(3775,6100,6200,3700,2500,1800,1350,1100,900,750,650),
y=c(1.9,1.95,2.55,4,5.218303,6.435647,7.638287,8.828836,10.00913,11.18054,12.3441),
label=c("500","1000","2000","3000","4000","5000","6000","7000","8000","9000","10000"),
cex=1.25)
text(x=1500,y=10,label="Volume (cubic feet)",cex=1.25,srt=-60)
#height isolines
curve(Line140HT,from=18,to=284.6314,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),c
ol="black")
curve(Line130HT,from=18,to=344.902,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line120HT,from=18,to=426.3173,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),c
ol="black")
curve(Line110HT,from=18,to=540.121,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line100HT,from=18,to=706.4758,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),c
ol="black")
curve(Line90HT,from=18,to=965.6011,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line80HT,from=18,to=1415.416,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line70HT,from=18,to=2586.761,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line60HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line50HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line40HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line30HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line20HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
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text(x=c(17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17),
y=c(29.33403,27.4127,25.49137,23.57003,21.6487,19.72737,17.80604,15.88471,13.96338,12.04
205,10.12072,8.199386,6.278055),
label=c("140","130","120","110","100","90","80","70","60","50","40","30","20"),
cex=1.25,col="grey 40")
text(x=17,y=4.5,label="Height (feet)",cex=1.25,srt=90,col="grey 40")
##legend
legend(x=c(2000,6600),
y=c(23,33.9),
c("SDI","Volume","Height"),
title=" Isolines",
col=c("black","black","black"),
lty=c(1,3,2),lwd=c(1,1.5,1),
text.col=c("black","black","black"),cex=1.25)
##############################
##############################
#Polygons
P.i<-LineBA100(20)
P.j<-LineBA150(20)
P.k<-SDI_100(20)
P.l<-(100/(16^BA.w))/BA.v
P.m<-(150/(16^BA.w))/BA.v
P.n<-620/((16/10)^1.605)
P.o<-(100/(12^BA.w))/BA.v
P.p<-(150/(12^BA.w))/BA.v
P.q<-620/((12/10)^1.605)
P.r<-(100/(2^BA.w))/BA.v
P.s<-(150/(2^BA.w))/BA.v
P.t<-620/((2/10)^1.605)
##########
##Beetle Hazard scores Diagram
par(mar=c(5,5,4,1))
plot(piab_data3$TPAt,piab_data3$QMD_Little,
pch="",
xlim=c(18,6400), xlab="Trees per acre",
ylim=c(2,32), ylab="Quadratic Mean Diameter (inches)",
log="xy",cex.lab=1.5,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,yaxt="n",)
axis(side=2,at=c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32),las=1,col="black",cex.axis
=1.5)
axis(side=2,at=30,las=1,col="black",cex.axis=1.5)
polygon1<-polygon(x=c(20,20,P.o,P.r),y=c(2,12,12,2),col=colors()[250],border=FALSE)
polygon2a<-polygon(x=c(20,P.l,P.o,20),y=c(16,16,12,12),col=colors()[245],border=FALSE)
polygon2b<polygon(x=c(P.o,P.p,5000,5000,4650),y=c(12,12,2.36312,2,2),col=colors()[245],border=FALSE)
polygon3a<-polygon(x=c(20,P.l,20),y=c(P.i,16,16),col=colors()[240],border=FALSE)
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polygon3b<-polygon(x=c(P.l,P.m,P.p,P.o),y=c(16,16,12,12),col=colors()[240],border=FALSE)
polygon3c<polygon(x=c(P.p,P.q,5000,5000),y=c(12,12,2.723665,2.36312),col=colors()[240],border=FALSE
)
polygon4a<polygon(x=c(20,20,26.51809,P.m,P.l),y=c(P.i,32,32,16,16),col=colors()[235],border=FALSE)
polygon4b<-polygon(x=c(P.m,P.n,P.q,P.p),y=c(16,16,12,12),col=colors()[235],border=FALSE)
polygon5<polygon(x=c(26.51809,95.85747,P.n,P.m),y=c(32,32,16,16),col=colors()[230],border=FALSE)
#background grid lines
abline(h=c(3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30),col="white")
abline(v=c(50,100,200,500,1000,2000),col="white")
segments(20,32,95.85747,32,lty=1,col="black")
segments(20,32,20,2,lty=1,col="black")
segments(20,2,5000,2,lty=1,col="black")
segments(5000,2,5000,2.723665,lty=1,col="black")
#Stand stage thresholds
SDI_100<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(620/x)^(1/1.605))} #100% stocking
curve(SDI_100,from=92,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col="bla
ck")
SDI_60<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(372/x)^(1/1.605))} #60% stocked 372
curve(SDI_60,from=55,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col="blac
k")
SDI_35<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(217/x)^(1/1.605))} #35% stocked 217
curve(SDI_35,from=32,to=2872.808,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col=
"black")
SDI_25<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(155/x)^(1/1.605))} #25% stocked 155
curve(SDI_25,from=22.5,to=2052.006,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
text(x=c(22,32,55,95,175),y=c(34,34,34,34,33.7),label=c("25","35","60","100","(%)
SDI"),cex=1.25)
#BA beetle hazard threshold
curve(LineBA100,from=20,to=5300,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(20,6000),ylim=c(1,32),col=
"black")
curve(LineBA150,from=26.51809,to=5500,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(20,6000),ylim=c(1,3
2),col="black")
text(x=c(6000,6000,4800),y=c(1.9,2.2,3),label=c("100","150","
BA
(square feet)"),cex=1.25)
#QMD beetle hazard threshold
QMD16<-segments(10,16,P.n,16,lty=3,lwd=1,col="black")
QMD12<-segments(10,12,P.q,12,lty=3,lwd=1,col="black")
# Legends
legend(x=c(2000,6600),
y=c(13,18.6),
c("SDI","QMD","BA"),
title="Threshold",
col=c("black","black","black"),
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lty=c(1,3,2),
lwd=c(1,1.5,1),
text.col=c("black","black","black"))
legend(x=c(1200,6600),
y=c(18.8,34),
title="Hazard Score by
Spruce canopy cover
<50% , 50-65% , >65%",
c(" 7
8
9"," 6
7
8"," 5
6
5"),
col=colors()[c(230,235,240,245,250)],
pch=c(15,15,15,15,15),
text.col="black")
mtext("Hazard Categories without location adjustment
Low = 3-4 Medium = 5-7 High = 8-9",
side=3,line=1,cex=1.5)
##############################
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##############################
## Construction of PIAB size-density diagram with hazard zones
par(mar=c(5,5,1,1))
plot(piab_data3$TPAt,piab_data3$QMD_Little,
pch="",
xlim=c(18,6300), xlab="Trees per acre",
ylim=c(2,32), ylab="Quadratic mean diameter (inches)",yaxt="n",
log="xy",cex.lab=1.5,cex.axis=1.5,las=1)
axis(side=2,at=c(2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32),las=1,col="black",cex.axis
=1.5)
axis(side=2,at=32,las=1,col="black",cex.axis=1.5)
polygon1<-polygon(x=c(20,20,P.o,P.r),y=c(2,12,12,2),col=colors()[250],border=FALSE)
polygon2a<-polygon(x=c(20,P.l,P.o,20),y=c(16,16,12,12),col=colors()[245],border=FALSE)
polygon2b<polygon(x=c(P.o,P.p,5000,5000,4650),y=c(12,12,2.36312,2,2),col=colors()[245],border=FALSE)
polygon3a<-polygon(x=c(20,P.l,20),y=c(P.i,16,16),col=colors()[240],border=FALSE)
polygon3b<-polygon(x=c(P.l,P.m,P.p,P.o),y=c(16,16,12,12),col=colors()[240],border=FALSE)
polygon3c<polygon(x=c(P.p,P.q,5000,5000),y=c(12,12,2.723665,2.36312),col=colors()[240],border=FALSE
)
polygon4a<polygon(x=c(20,20,26.51809,P.m,P.l),y=c(P.i,32,32,16,16),col=colors()[235],border=FALSE)
polygon4b<-polygon(x=c(P.m,P.n,P.q,P.p),y=c(16,16,12,12),col=colors()[235],border=FALSE)
polygon5<polygon(x=c(26.51809,95.85747,P.n,P.m),y=c(32,32,16,16),col=colors()[230],border=FALSE)
#background grid lines
abline(h=c(3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30),col="white")
abline(v=c(50,100,200,500,1000,2000),col="white")
segments(20,32,95.85747,32,lty=1,col="black")
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segments(20,32,20,2,lty=1,col="black")
segments(20,2,5000,2,lty=1,col="black")
segments(5000,2,5000,2.723665,lty=1,col="black")
#stocking isolines SDI=620
SDI_100<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(620/x)^(1/1.605))} #100% stocking
curve(SDI_100,from=92,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col="bla
ck")
SDI_60<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(372/x)^(1/1.605))} #60% stocked 372
curve(SDI_60,from=55,to=4940,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col="blac
k")
SDI_35<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(217/x)^(1/1.605))} #35% stocked 217
curve(SDI_35,from=32,to=2872.808,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col=
"black")
SDI_25<-function(x=piab_data3$TPAt){z<-(10*(155/x)^(1/1.605))} #25% stocked 155
curve(SDI_25,from=22.5,to=2052.006,add=TRUE,lty=1,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
text(x=c(22,32,55,95,175),y=c(34,34,34,34,33.7),label=c("25","35","60","100","(%)
SDI"),cex=1.25)
#volume isolines
curve(Line500CF,from=20,to=3300,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
curve(Line1000CF,from=20,to=5550,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
curve(Line2000CF,from=20,to=5550,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32),col
="black")
curve(Line3000CF,from=20,to=2717.596,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32
),col="black")
segments(2717.596,3.982253,3100,3.982253,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line4000CF,from=20,to=1760.991,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32
),col="black")
segments(1760.991,5.218303,2000,5.218303,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line5000CF,from=20,to=1257.77,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim=c(2,32)
,col="black")
segments(1257.77,6.435647,1450,6.435647,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line6000CF,from=20.87005,to=955.3954,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(955.3954,7.638287,1100,7.638287,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line7000CF,from=24.34839,to=757.2105,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(757.2105,8.828836,875,8.828836,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line8000CF,from=27.82673,to=619.0923,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(619.0923,10.00913,720,10.00913,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
curve(Line9000CF,from=31.30507,to=518.3334,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),ylim
=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(518.3334,11.18054,600,11.18054,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
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curve(Line10000CF,from=34.78342,to=442.1804,add=TRUE,lty=3,lwd=1.5,xlim=c(1,5000),yli
m=c(2,32),col="black")
segments(442.1804,12.3441,500,12.3441,lty=3,lwd=1.5,col="black")
text(x=c(3775,6100,6200,3700,2500,1800,1350,1100,900,750,650),
y=c(1.9,1.95,2.55,4,5.218303,6.435647,7.638287,8.828836,10.00913,11.18054,12.3441),
label=c("500","1000","2000","3000","4000","5000","6000","7000","8000","9000","10000"),
cex=1.25)
text(x=1500,y=10,label="Volume (cubic feet)",cex=1.25,srt=-60)
#height isolines
curve(Line140HT,from=18,to=284.6314,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),c
ol="black")
curve(Line130HT,from=18,to=344.902,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line120HT,from=18,to=426.3173,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),c
ol="black")
curve(Line110HT,from=18,to=540.121,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line100HT,from=18,to=706.4758,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),c
ol="black")
curve(Line90HT,from=18,to=965.6011,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line80HT,from=18,to=1415.416,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line70HT,from=18,to=2586.761,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),co
l="black")
curve(Line60HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line50HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line40HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line30HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
curve(Line20HT,from=18,to=5000,add=TRUE,lty=2,lwd=1,xlim=c(1,6000),ylim=c(2,32),col="b
lack")
text(x=c(17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17,17),
y=c(29.33403,27.4127,25.49137,23.57003,21.6487,19.72737,17.80604,15.88471,13.96338,12.04
205,10.12072,8.199386,6.278055),
label=c("140","130","120","110","100","90","80","70","60","50","40","30","20"),
cex=1.25,col="grey 40")
text(x=17,y=4.5,label="Height (feet)",cex=1.25,srt=90,col="grey 40")
#Legends
legend(x=c(2000,6600),
y=c(14,20),
c("SDI","Volume","Height"),
title=" Isolines",
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col=c("black","black","black"),
lty=c(1,3,2),lwd=c(1,1.5,1),
text.col=c("black","black","black"))
legend(x=c(1200,6600),
y=c(20.5,34),
title="Hazard Categories by
Spruce canopy cover",
c("High>50%>Medium","High>65%>Medium","Medium","Medium>50%>Low","Medium>65
%>Low"),
col=colors()[c(230,235,240,245,250)],
pch=c(15,15,15,15,15),
text.col="black")
##############################
##########
# distribution of plots by species percentages
par(mar=c(6,6,1,1))
plot(PCNT_019~PCNT_093,data=piab_data3,pch=20,col="black",
xlab="Percent spruce",ylab="Percent fir",
xlim=c(0,100),ylim=c(0,100),
cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1)
points(59.78009,35.76683,pch=19,col="red")
abline(h=c(0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100),col="grey",lty=2)
abline(v=c(0,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,100),col="grey",lty=2)
legend(x=c(80,98),
y=c(80,95),
c("Plots","Average"),
col=c("black","red"),
pch=c(20,19),cex=1.5,
text.col=c("black","red"))
##########
##########
# plot map with states
par(mar=c(6,6,1,1))
plot(LAT~LON,
data=plotdata2,col="grey",pch=20,cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,xlab="Longitude",ylab="Latitud
e")
points(LAT~LON, data=piab_data3, col="green", pch=20)
map(database="state",xlim=c(-118,-103),ylim=c(32,50),add=TRUE,)
legend(x=c(-107,-105),
y=c(46.5,48),
c("Original","Final"),
col=c("grey","green"),
pch=20,
text.col=c("grey","green"))
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##########
##########
# plot distribution MaxATxMAP
par(mar=c(6,6,1,1))
plot(PPT_ANN~TMAX_ANN,
data=plotdata2,col="grey",pch=20,cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,xlab="Maximum Annual
Temperature",ylab="")
points(PPT_ANN~TMAX_ANN, data=piab_data3, col="green", pch=20)
title(ylab="Annual Precipitation",line=4,cex.lab=2)
legend(x=c(17.5,20),
y=c(2200,2000),
c("Original","Final"),
col=c("grey","green"),
pch=20,
text.col=c("grey","green"))
##########
##########
# plot distribution MinATxMAP
par(mar=c(6,6,1,1))
plot(PPT_ANN~TMIN_ANN,
data=plotdata2,col="grey",pch=20,cex.lab=2,cex.axis=1.5,las=1,xlab="Minimum Annual
Temperature",ylab="")
points(PPT_ANN~TMIN_ANN, data=piab_data3, col="green", pch=20)
title(ylab="Annual Precipitation",line=4,cex.lab=2)
legend(x=c(2,4),
y=c(2200,2000),
c("Original","Final"),
col=c("grey","green"),
pch=20,
text.col=c("grey","green"))
##########

